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Model Number: SBM5000

Shazaam Descaler System Maintainer Food Grade 1 Gallon SBM5000

Manufacturer: Shazaam

Shazaam: Descaler System Maintainer - 1 Gallon SBM5000

Safe to use: This is a food grade descaler, so no need to worry if you spill on your
skin of if you have any left in your carpet cleaning machine and clean someone's
carpet.  No bleaching agents used. 

Uses:
Misting fan nozzle soak and cleaner.
Carpet and tile cleaning nozzle and jet soak.
Descale carpet cleaning portables and truckmounts.
Descale heated pressure washers
Descale vapor and steam machines.
Used to remove water spots off automotive paint and windows.
Removes soap scum from shower walls.
Used as a rinse aid in automatic dishwashers.
Add a small amount to steam and vapor machines to ensure they do not clog and
work at peak performance.
Assist in the removal of spilled kitty litter from carpet.
Use to lower the pH in carpet before, during, or after carpet dye work. 
Food grade will not harm skin or synthetic fabric. 
Use as a urine prespray / pre-treatment if you run out of your standard UPT product.
(formula is similar but not the same, can be used in a pinch)
Add to enzyme oxidizer compounds to speed up the reaction time.  Example: 
Oxcelerate, Pounce, OSR, Pet Force 
Low pH dissolves old urine, old coffee spots, and kitty litter.

Directions: First dispose/empty any old contents from inside  fresh water tank. Shake
De-scaler before use. 

Option 1: Use to maintain equipment on a daily bases.  At the end of every day, mix
16 ounces of De-scaler in one  gallon of water in the fresh water. Place mixed
contents in  fresh water tank. Turn on pressure pump and  allow contents to flow
through extractor,  hoses, and wand. 

Option 2: Restore heater/extractor or to  unclog lines. Place entire contents into  fresh
water tank. Up to 5 gallons of straight De-scaler may be  needed. Hook up
priming/bleeder  hose so open end of hose feeds  back into fresh water tank. Turn  on
pump and heater and recycle  product through system until water  gets warm (150
degrees F). Turn off  pump and heater and allow De-scaler  to sit inside machine for
at least 30  minutes. Flush system with fresh water  when finished. Note: strainers
and filters may  clog regularly for one week after using De-scaler. Clean filters weekly.
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             Air Chiller Ind-30 Inch Misting Fan Evaporative Cooler 15000 cfm 32 gallon
with Roll Cage                                                  
        
    

    
        
             
             -San Antonio TX Portable Cooling Misting Fan Rentals 15,000 cfm 32 gallon
Mister Cooler Chiller                                        
        
    

    
        
             
             -Mist Storm 1000 psi 6 Nozzle Portable High Pressure Misting System - Fan
Not Included 20180811 Enclosed Direct Drive 
        
    

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Friday 01 October, 2004
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